Many recent proposals in the literature present easyto-use query languages, based on visual representations of the database and direct manipulation mechanisms. Such proposals essentially deals with conventional query operations, whereas little effort is devoted to investigate friendly environments for querying temporal databases. Nevertheless, temporal aspects are generally considered extremely relevant in several database applications. Thus, the various users should be provided with powerful and simple query systems also exhibiting temporal features. While attempting to meet this need, we propose a visual query system for temporal databses. It adopts a diagrammatic representation of the database schema (including temporal classes and relationships}, on which conventional as well as temporal visual query operators can be applied. In this paper we concentrate on the temporal operators, showing both examples of usage and formalization.
Introduction
As a consequence of the user-centered approach to the development of information systems, several research activities on easy-to-use visual query languages have been carried out in the past years (see [6] for a survey on visual query systems). Conventional query languages, such as SQL, are hardly aproachable by naive users, for both their intrinsic syntatical complexity and the lack of a global view of the data of interest and their interrelationships. Indeed, it is difficult to capture complex structural information through relational tables [24] , where the objects have to be decomposed into many parts and reassembled through sophisticated join operations.
Similar problems also occur with textual query languages for temporal databases. Proposals exist based on SQL extensions, such as TSQL [22] , HSQL [23] , TSQL2 [29] , and object-oriented languages, such as OQL/T [30] where special clauses and predicates are added to the original language in order to manipulate the temporal aspects. However, there is little research concerning user-centered query interfaces for temporal databases in spite of numerous papers that were published considering the temporal factor relevant in several modern database aplications (see [34] for the last temporal database bibliography update).
As efforts were made to find new visual query mechanisms for accessing conventional databases, this should be done for temporal databases. Adequate conceptual schemata are needed and new visual mechanisms must be found in order to manipulate the temporal aspects. Such temporal aspects must be integrated with other components of traditional semantic modeling. The visual operators should be as powerful as the textual languages, and much easier to use in order to meet the needs of the various classes of users.
This paper presents a visual query language for historical databases (TVQOs, Temporal Visual Query Operators), based on a temporal extension of the Graph
Model [3] , [5] , [7] . The language is presently being implemented on top of an object-oriented database. The Graph Model has been originally proposed in [3] as a graph-based formalism for representing and querying databases. This formalism is suitable to give a precise semantics to complex visual representations and is general enough to formalize, in principle, a database expressed in any of the most common data models. A Graph Model DataBase (GMDB) is a triple eg, c, m>, where g is a Typed Graph, c is a set of Constraints, and m is an Interpretation. The schema of a database, i.e. its intensional part, is represented by the Typed Graph and the set of Constraints. The instances of a database, i.e. its extensional part, are represented by the notion of Interpretation. The querying primitives of the formalism, although constituted solely by two elementary graphical actions, namely the selection of a node and the drawing of an edge, are at least as expressive as the relational algebra. In this paper the Graph Model has been extended to model the temporal aspects of classes and relationships, and the original set of query operators has been enriched by adding two specific temporal operators: Snapshot and Slice for temporal selection and temporal projection [ 191. This extension allows the user to specify even complex temporal queries in an easy-to-use and higly interactive visual environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an example of use of the visual environment, with particular emphasis on the temporal aspects. Section 3 outlines some basic aspects of the formalization. Finally, Section 4 deals with some related work and draws the conclusions. A preliminary version of this work has been published in [27] .
Visually Expressing Temporal Queries
Most of the visual query interfaces for databases specify the query using direct manipulation [26] of the visual components representing classes and relationships in the conceptual schema. We follow the same approach and in this section we show some examples of query formulation through TVQOs.
Temporal Visual Query Operators
A taxonomy for temporal queries is proposed in [19]. That document contains a survey of the most common teminology used in temporal databases as result of a several debates on temporal databases. According to [ 191, a temporal query has two ortogonal components: temporal selection and temporal projection. Temporal selection is a logical condition, based on a predicate that involves the time associated with the facts. The temporal projection returns the time values associated to the data derived from temporal selection.
In [ 101 the possible combinations between temporal selectiodprojection over time and data were analysed, resulting into: data selectioddata projection, where conditions and results apply to data values only; temporal selectiodtemporal projection, where conditions and results apply to temporal values; and mixed selectiodmixed projection, where conditions and results apply to both data and temporal values.
In our approach, we use the snapshot operator for the extraction of an instantaneous fact (valid at a single time instant) and the slice operator for the extraction of a historical fact (with a longer lifetime). In this case, the domain of temporal queries is constituted by historical databases according to valid time measure [28] .
Combining the classification proposed in [lo] with our approach results in fourteen types of primitive queries, as can be seen from 
Examples of Interaction
The user starts interacting with a diagrammatic representation of a GMDB' containing information on 
Figure 2.2. A Visual Schema
The meaning of the different graphical symbols is explained in the attached legenda. Moreover, notations such as works-for(l,l>, indicates that the relationship works-for between classes EMPLOYEE and ENTERPRISE (also denoted as EMPLOYEEworksforENTERPRISE) has minimum and maximum cardinalities equal to one. The notation <I,n) owns represents the cardinality of the inverse relationship.
We show the interface "look and feel" by a simple example. A typical screen displays three windows: a Schema Window that shows the visual schema to which the query operators are applied; a Temporal Window that shows more details when a user selects a temporal class/relationship in order to formulate a temporal query; and a Result Window that shows the result of the query. Furthermore, a tool bar is provided that contains some pull-down menus for editing the schema drawing, plus a menu containing the Conventional Query and Temporal Query options. In this paper, we only concentrate on temporal queries, Initially, the user chooses one database schema, then s h e selects some classes and relationships of interest, in order to create the sub-schema that contains all information s/he needs to formulate herhis query. Assuming that the user is interested in knowing: "On what projects and with which salary, each employee worked on 10/01/95?", slhe will select the nodes: EMPLOYEE, NAME, SALARY, PROJECT, PROJNAME, generating a new sub-schema, where the Temporal Query option is also selected. As a consequence, the same diagram appears in the temporal window (Figure 2. 3). As a next step, the user selects the temporal relationship EMPLOYEEworks-onPROJECT in the temporal window, representing the projects related to the employees (if the user would like to select the employees related to the projects, the inverse relationship should be selected).
basic constituents of more complex existing visual representations (i.e., E-R diagrams, object networks, etc.) and visual query languages. so giving them a formal semantics independent of the underlying data model.
In the temporal window, there are six process icons [SI, as shown in Figure 2 .3: slice operator; snapshot operator; temporal condition (when), data condition (where); data display and time display. Beside these six specific icons for the construction of a temporal query, there is an icon for selecting classes andor relationships and one help icon. Furthermore, there are two slide bars used in snapshot and slice queries respectively. Inside this visual environment, the user can specify any temporal query within the domain of temporal queries presented in Table 1 .
The category of our example is snapshot, temporal selectioddata projection. So, the user specifies this query selecting the snapshot, temporal condition and data display icons. For instance, Figure 2 .3 shows the effects of the user's selection of the snapshot icon applied to the temporal relationship EMPLOYEE worksr PROJECT.
Figure 2.3. Await Condition of the Snapshot
In order to specify the temporal condition "on 10/01/95 ", the user must select the when icon. As a consequence, a menu pop-up with the constant, now, temporal reference, period and all options appears @eriod and all options are disabled because they cannot be used in snapshot query such as the one in the example). Temporal reference is a time reference to another data (e.g. "What was the salary of 'John' when he changed his status?'?, that is, the time during which the data condition ("when he changed his status") occurs (such temporal reference is also used in
OQrSr [30] and in the visual query editor for the TEER model [20] ). The all option should be used for recovering all history of a class or a relationship. In the example, the user selects the constant option. Then, s h e selects the constant 10/01/95 after s h e has chosen the date (MMDDYY) granularity'. The constant appears inside the slide bar that contains the Begin, End, and At operators as shown in Figure 2 .4 (the figure only shows the fragment of Fig. 2 .3 corresponding to the slide bar).
* What has been called dore in fact means duy granularity (YYMMDD).
Other granularities are year, mounth, hour, etc.
Figure 2.4. Slide Bar used in a Snapshot Query
Let t be a time instant. The Begin operator retrieves only the elements whose lifetime starts at t. With End the lifetime must finish at t, and with At the time t must be in between the lifetime of the element. The user moves the constant to the At option.
In order to specify the data projection, the user must select the data display icon and select the nodes NAME, SAURY and PROJNAME. At this point, the temporal query has been completely specified, and the system will process the query.
The user formulates slice queries similarly to snapshot ones. The only difference is that, when specifying the temporal condition, a different slide bar needs to be used, shown in the upper part of Fig. 2 .3 (this slide bar is not used within the all condition), containing the predefined temporal comparison operators between time intervals, called primitive temporal relationships, described by Allen [2] . We use Before, After, Precedes, Follows, Overlap (cross), Start, Finishes, During, Equivalent as temporal relationships.
Assuming that the query is: "Give the history of employees' projects before 1995", for completing the slice operation, the user selects the period option (since the query is a slice, the constant and now options are disabled). Then, slhe selects the period "from 01/31/95 until 12/31/95", after s h e has chosen the date granularity, and moves the slide on the Before value on the bar, as shown in the first bar of Fig. 2 .5. Note that the grey part of the bar represents the specified time, and its spatial position with respect to the bar values evokes the temporal relationship among them (e.g., when selecting the Overlaps value, the slide partially overlaps the grey area).
The order of the temporal relationships in a slide bar is based on the neighbors temporal primitives concept', introduced by Freksa in [13] and further discussed in ~7 1 . By acting on the time display icon, the user has the possibility of visualizing time intervals. First, s h e may display time intervals or instants in different granularities, as both query result and operands of a temporal reference. A temporal reference can be used in combination with both the snapshot and slice operators. For instance, in order to construct the query "Which salaries did the employees earn when they changed their level for the first time ", the slice operator on the temporal relationship EMPLOYEE has LEVEL is used for requesting the time when the level changed, and the snapshot operator for retrieving the corresponding salary. Since the result of a slice operation may contain several time intervals, the user can select one or more of them, and specify whether the selection concerns the starting point, the ending point or the duration of each interval. In the example, the endpoint of the first interval associated to the level of employees has been chosen (Figure 2 .6). If the duration is selected, the system offers a menu Fig''' 2-6. Time of aggregate functions, min, max, 'ntenral Display count, avg and sum, which applies to the set of temporal elements in the relationship or class.
Formalization
In this section we present a formal specification of both the data model and the TVQOs. The formalism to be used is an extension of the work of Tiziana Catarci & al.
[3]. They proposed a graph-based formalism (the Graph Model) and a minimal set of model-independent visual primitives (the Graphical Primitives) for visually representing and querying databases.
The Graph Model
A Graph Model Database (GMDB) is a triple <g, c, m>, where g is a Typed Graph, c is a set of Constraints, and m is an Interpretation. The schema of a database, i.e. its intensional part, is represented in the Graph Model by the Typed Graph and the set of Constraints. The instances of a database, i.e. its extensional part, are represented by the notion of Interpretation.
The Typed Graph is a tuple dv, E, L., fb A>, where: N = NE U N, is the set of nodes; N, is the set of socalled class-nodes, and N, is the set of the so-called role-nodes representing the relationships4. Moreover, N, is partitioned into N,,,, the set of printable nodes, Ncu, the set of unprintable nodes, and N,, the set of temporal ' Note that the role-nodes are not visualized in the schema drawing, where edges appear to connect class-nodes. nodes, corresponding to temporal classes. Nr is partitioned into N,,, the set of non-temporal relationships, and Nrt the set of temporal relationships; E c N , x N, v N, x N, is the set of edges; L is the set of labels; fi is a total biunivocal function from N to L, associating a label to each node; f s is a total function which characterizes the selection state of the elements of the typed graph, mapping each node to a value in { unselected, selected, displayed};
The following notations will be used: AD(n1, ...., nk} is the set of nodes adjacents to a given set of nodes {nl ,...., nk) minus {nl ,...., nk). If n is a rolenode corresponding to a binary relationship then A D { n } = { n l , n2] with n f , n2 E N,. T = {tl, t2, ...} v {now} is the ordered set of time plus the special value now, where now is the continuously changing current time. 
@:U,

An interpretation of a Typed Graph is a function m:
N + 2' mapping each node n E N to a subset of U, as follows:
If n E Nc,, then m(n) c (CO, @to)> I o E Ot), the interpretation of n at a instant t is denoted as m(nt) = { ot I U E m(n)).
If n E Nr,, and { n f , n2 ,... The set of constraints C is specified by the designer using a suitable language'. Those constraints which are mostly relevant for the purpose of this paper are the following:
fdnk):ok, f i t n b ; fib),....., f i h k ) and f l h ) E L;
..x m(nk);
The constraints described above represent the hierarchies of generalization and aggregation respectively, as usually defined in semantic and conceptual data models [ 181.
As for the temporal relationship, we define the following constraint:
For 
The Temporal Visual Query Operators
The formal specification of the TVQOs Snapshot and Slice is based on the idea of expressing any queryoriented user interaction with a database in terms of a simple set of fundamental Graphical Primitives (GPs)
[3]. In [3] two primitives are presented: selection of a node and drawing of an edge, and it is demonstrated that all first order queries can be expressed by composing the two primitives. In this paper we extend the GP set with the two TVQOs (for the sake of simplicity, we consider only binary relationships). Let D = <g,c,m> be a GMDB. At the beginning of the interaction, the user selects from the schema the classes and relationships that are of interest for hisher query. This operation ' for more details on the constraint language see [4].
corresponds to the GP selection of a node, through which the state of a node is switched from 'the value unselected to either the value selected, which means included in the schema of interest, or displayed, which means included in the query result (see [3] 
TVQO Snapshot
The TVQO snapshot corresponds to a sequence of three selections: of either a class-node or role-node, of the snapshot icon, of a temporal predicate p(t) of the form begin(t), end(t) or at(t), where t is either an instant of Tor a time reference to another data. More formally:
Let n E Nc, t E T, p(t) a temporal predicate, a snapshot over a temporal class-node n withp(t) in D' is a function:
except that:
The end(?) operator is analogously defined as
Let n E Nrp t E T, p(t) a temporal predicate, a snapshot over a temporal role-node n with p(t) in D' is a function:
m' is equal to m ' except for mr(s):
The end(?) operator is analogously defined as Nrt'= Nr>-( n ) ;
begin(t).
TVQO Slice
The TVQO slice corresponds to a sequence of three selections: of either a class-node or role-node n, of the The nodes EMPLOYEE and PROJECT are selected, while the nodes NAME-PROJ and NAME are displayed.
Slice(before 10.01.95):
3) Query combining slice with snapshot: "Which salaries did the employees earn when they changed their level for the first time ''
The nodes EMPLOYEE and LEVEL are selected, while the nodes NAME and SALARY are displayed.
Slice (al1):
Related Work
There is a considerable number of proposals for extending existing data models in order to take into account the temporal dimension. Most of them are extensions of the relational model, as HRDM[9], TRM [22] , HDBMS [23] and TSQL2 [29] . Also, extensions of the Entity-Relationship Model have been developed: TEER[121, ERT[21] and TEMPORA [32] . In the object-oriented approaches, we have OSAh4*/T [30] , OODAPLEX [35] and TOM [25] . Analogously, the corresponding query languages have been extended in order to manipulate temporal data. There are SQL extensions, such as TSQL [22] , HSQL [23] , TSQL2l.291 and [15] , QUEL extensions, such as TQUEL [28] and HTQUEL [14] , an extension of the object language OQL[ I], called OQL/T [30] , another object-oriented approach to a temporal query language is in [I 13, while TBE[31] is an extension of QBE [36] to deal with historical databases. To the best of our knowledge, the only proposals of visual interfaces for temporal databases are ERT/vql [33] , GEST[ 161, TVQL[17] and [201. ERT/vql is a visual language for the ERT model. It contains an interesting feature: a result visualisation phase where advanced interactive visualisation techniques are applied over the query result. However, during the query construction phase, the user needs to adopt a textual syntax in spite of the visual schema representation offered by the system. GEST[16] is a visual interface for TSQL2. It is based on the concept of event, and the basic temporal constructs in GEST are relations between events. As such, it is not suitable to represent and query hystorical (discrete) databases, which need constructs such as class and relationship to be modeled. Whereas, GEST is suitable in applications such as monitoring or planning systems, where the data change their states at fixed time intervals. The visual language TVQL[ 171 shares with GEST the inadequacy to represent and query historical databases. TVQL is mainly used for video data, more specifically for identifying temporal trends in video data. However, the visual ~ approach the authors adopt for query specification is similar to ours in using slide bars to represent primitive temporal relationships. Another approach is presented in [20] . It consists of a visual query editor for the TEER data model, a temporal extension of the Extended Entity-Relationship (EER) Model [12] . This work is similar to ours, the difference being in the visual query formulation. Indeed, in [20] the user has to follow different procedures in order to express semantically similar queries, while in our approach all temporal queries can be simply expressed by combining the snapshot and slice operators.
Conclusion
This paper is an attempt to put in a easy-to-use visual form the difficult task to formulate queries on temporal databases. The different kinds of temporal queries (snapshot and slice) are shown in a homogeneous way, inside a global visual environment. This approach facilitates the user in expressing the query, since s h e has not to learn any complex syntax and can incrementally formulate the query, also receiving immediate graphical feedback.
The system is actually under implementation, and the next step will be to carry out usability tests in real settings. Moreover, future work will aim to extend the language expressive power. In particular, we plan to: a) allow the explicit specification of quantifiers. Currently, the existential quantifier is assumed implicitly, while universal selection must be done by using set operations; b) permit the visual specification of recursive queries.
